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Our NSF-funded collaborative project—R EVolutionizing engineering and computer science departments (RED) Participatory Action Research (PAR)—represents a strategic partnership between researchers and practitioners in the domain of academic change. The principle investigators from the Making Academic Change Happen (MACH) team from Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology provide familiarity with the literature of practical organizational change and package this research into action-oriented workshops and ongoing support for teams funded through the RED program (IUSE/PFE: RED). The PIs from the University of Washington Center for Evaluation & Research for STEM Equity (CERSE) provide expertise in social science research to investigate how the RED teams’ change projects unfold and how the teams develop as members of national leadership cohorts for change in engineering and computer science education. This partnership represents a model that can be replicated by other scholars. According to Worrall (2007), good partnerships are “founded on trust, respect, mutual benefit, good communities, and governance structures that allow democratic decision-making, process improvement, and resource sharing.” These elements exist in this partnership and create mutual benefits. For example, the researchers see an “insider’s” perspective on the practitioners’ approach—their goals, motivations for certain activities, and background information and research. Similarly, insights from the researchers provide both immediate and long-term benefits to programming and increased professional impact. The researchers are trained observers, each of whom brings a unique disciplinary perspective to their observations. In sharing our experiences with a researcher/practitioner partnership, we hope to encourage researchers to seek out partnerships with practitioners to bridge the gap between theory and practice in engineering and computer science education. 

Introduction

Connecting research and practice is a challenge experienced by both researchers and practitioners in many disciplinary areas. In education, research results should intersect with policy and practice in ways similar to other disciplines, e.g., medicine [1, 2]. Unfortunately, academic education research often ends up being inaccessible or not particularly useful to the practitioners who could benefit [2, 3]. Higher education as an enterprise continually struggles with the challenges of connecting research like that done by members of ASEE with the everyday work experiences. A familiar set of questions arise from this situation. Researchers say, “Why don’t educators use the strategies we know to increase student learning? Why don’t educators seem to be interested in what we have to contribute to their classrooms? Practitioners say, “Why don’t researchers provide information in a usable way? How do I translate their research to my institutional setting?” As professionals, we recognize that our work is negatively impacted by the lack of connection and communication between these two “worlds.” Closing the gaps in the research to practice and the practice to research cycles is critical to move the field forward and serve stakeholders in higher education. Researcher-practitioner partnerships amplify
impact, especially in participatory action research, and we recommend that researchers and practitioners both consider developing and maintaining partnerships.

A Model Researcher-Practitioner Partnership

Our partnership serves as a model of a successful researcher-practitioner partnership, and in the spirit of contribution to the field of engineering education, we explore the benefits and challenges of this partnership. This partnership has a defined purpose: to support and study the change efforts of grantees through NSF’s REvolutionizing Engineering and Computer Science Departments (RED) program. These grantees are engaged in large-scale change in their departments or colleges, and as such are accomplishing challenging, complex work. The two-part purpose of our partnership, defined by support and study, highlights the need for a new kind of team: a team that possesses the skills to enact support and a team that possesses the skills to enact study. The partnership, known as REDPAR for RED Participatory Action Research, unites the team from Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology and the team from the University of Washington.

The REDPAR Origin Story

Effective partnerships emerge from personal relationships, rather than institutional efforts. We represent two independent groups, the researchers from the Center for Evaluation & Research for STEM Equity from the University of Washington and the Making Academic Change Happen practitioners from Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology. The origin of our partnership occurred in the mid-2000’s when one individual from MACH and one individual from CERSE met through a different national project, and subsequently maintained a loose professional connection. When NSF encouraged MACH to submit a proposal focused on supporting change for the RED program, MACH contacted CERSE and a joint proposal resulted. These first stages of developing the partnership brought to light the expertise contributed by both groups: MACH as experts in change strategies, and CERSE as experts in qualitative research. Our initial experiences suggested that we would work semi-collaboratively, with major responsibility falling along expertise lines. This prediction proved short-sighted; as the work progressed, our roles, contributions, and expertise have developed dramatically. Although we maintain specified areas of responsibility, the distance between research and practice has narrowed both incrementally and in step functions.

Partnership Maintenance Activities

We intentionally invest in team building. This effort is especially important as we are geographically separated and can’t “grab lunch.” Our team building efforts take many forms. We hold biweekly web-conference check-ins, keep a running action item list, use a shared Google Drive for most project work, schedule strategic retreat times, and use a listserv for email. These planned elements keep the project on track and keep us professionally connected. We also share personal triumphs and challenges, like major career accomplishments, ailing relatives, travels and adventures, progress on hobbies, and the latest pet antics. These aspects humanize the relationships among individuals in our partnership. By addressing both the professional and the personal, we enact Worrall’s finding that good partnerships are “founded on trust, respect, mutual benefit, good communities, and governance structures that allow democratic decision-making,
process improvement, and resource sharing” [4]. Further, by engaging in team building, we each peek into the lives of a compatriot in the research or practice realms.

**Unique Contributions to the REDPAR Partnership**

The researchers of CERSE are trained observers, and each brings a unique disciplinary perspective to their observations. The role of the researchers is to understand the process of change and experiences of the change teams, and to return this information to the change teams to promote project success. This approach is consistent with the philosophical goals of action research; essentially, the researchers ask “what can we [researchers] learn and share that can be useful to others [practitioners and change agents]?” The researchers are not involved in evaluation of the projects, as that work is done by independent evaluators associated with each individual team. The researchers contribute sociological, psychological, and organizational theory perspectives, focusing on interpersonal interactions, human dynamics, communication strategies, and power dynamics. The researchers observe interactions within change teams, facilitate focus groups, and summarize documentary evidence, among other activities. They share resulting data and analyses with the practitioners at a high level through verbal summaries, written reports, and key quotes pulled from the group. The primary benefit of the analyses and perspectives generated by researchers for practitioners is that practitioners gain new frameworks through which to view their work.

The practitioners of MACH have wide ranging experience with change efforts and operationalize change research by creating actionable strategies and meaningful learning experiences for change teams. The role of the practitioners with respect to the RED program is to support the change efforts of the change teams, and to share the information relating to team experiences with CERSE, ultimately to be shared with the RED consortium. This approach is consistent with the guiding philosophy of MACH: learn by collaborative doing. The practitioners are not involved in determining the specific change theories or next steps that the change teams pursue. The practitioners contribute real examples of change in higher education, pedagogical and facilitation expertise, and strategies culled from experience, research, and observation of other change teams. The practitioners host consortium conference calls, create content for workshops, and promote and support cross-team collaboration, among other activities. They share workshop plans, early warning signs of impending challenges change teams might experience, and best practices in change management with the researchers of CERSE. The primary benefit of the practitioners’ work to the researchers is that the researchers gain access and information they would otherwise not have. This information, in turn, impacts both the direction of the research effort and the conclusions CERSE may draw from it.

**Outcomes of the REDPAR Partnership**

The partnership produces work that positively affects the professional work of the partners and their respective communities. Both partners have grown in expertise from the partnership. The practitioners learned significant lessons about qualitative research, from inception to data collection and analyses (e.g., coding transcripts), to disciplinary conventions of communication. Further, as a team, we engage in discussion about the fundamental assumptions of qualitative research and the stance of participatory action research as a research methodology. These discussions advanced the research literacy of the practitioners. Similarly, the researchers learned
significant lessons about pedagogy and facilitation, through both observation and discussion. These lessons have influenced the approach the researchers have taken in accomplishing data collection (e.g., focus group facilitation), and have increased their ability to make recommendations for content and delivery mechanisms likely to be valuable to the change teams. Working closely together creates a positive impact in expertise for both partners.

From a professional production perspective, the partnership has been successful. Many of the products we have produced have been created with an intentional focus on making the research results practical to the community. Without the expertise of both teams, the research products would have remained inaccessible or impractical for practitioners. We have engaged in a wide variety of outreach and dissemination efforts, both with the partners as coauthors and with individual members representing the partnership and assuming authorship credit. We have produced both individual and joint publications and presentations and shared our work across platforms [e.g., 13, 14, 15, 16]. For example, we identified that effective communication was a challenge for change teams; they were communicating with multiple stakeholders, all requiring different parts of the story, and confusion resulted among stakeholders. One researcher, one practitioner, and two change agents collaborated to produce a communication workshop centered on coordination across communication needs (e.g., what marketing professionals might call “branding”) [13]. We used examples from the change agents’ project to highlight key points. In another example, one researcher and one practitioner collaborated to produce a session at a conference aimed at disseminating practical strategies for developing partnerships. The researcher described key highlights from the research about developing strategic partnerships, and the practitioner translated those highlights into actionable strategies for session attendees. This give-and-take presentation style highlighted our focus on connecting research and practice. The partnership’s orientation toward outreach and dissemination had a positive impact on one member’s professional advancement. In total, we produced more than 20 professional products in less than three years.

The impact of the work of the partnership has been amplified because of the collaboration. From the research side, one of the recent findings is that many teams utilized informational communication, in which change leaders provide details about plans and goals, essentially offering a proposition for faculty to join or resist. In contrast, formational communication empowers faculty or other stakeholders to contribute to the change process, offering alternative or additional ideas for goals or how to implement the change, and this can have strong effects on the extent to which teams can move forward with their change projects [14, 17]. This research finding is completely obvious in retrospect, but neither practitioner would have captured the strength and importance of this outcome without the qualitative data to back it up. From the practice side, a similar major lesson developed regarding the disconnection between self-assessed competencies of change agents (e.g., skills to advocate for a project) and their demonstrated competencies in practice (e.g., how they describe their project to colleagues). This practical outcome has directed the focus of the researchers toward collecting additional data on how change teams talk about their projects, developing hypotheses around how the ability to succinctly describe a project may impact change teams’ progress.

Discussion
Researcher-practitioner partnerships connect all the links in the research to practice to research cycle. These connections are recognized in other disciplinary areas such as academic and clinical medicine combined into health services research [5], economic development [6], and education research [7]. In engineering education, many scholars have called for “closing the loop” of the research-to-practice cycle [8, 9, 10].

Strategic partnerships are challenging to establish and maintain. Researchers studying academic partnerships have found that getting partners to align their goals is a critical early step and is often not explicitly addressed or appropriately resolved prior to significant forward action [11]. In our case, the alignment of goals among the partners is clear: research and support to serve the larger engineering education community. Partners may find that professional needs, experiences, and goals diverge over time. To make sure that the partnership continues to serve needs of the partners, we constantly communicate about our professional needs and the direction and limits of the project. Both organizations and individuals must be served by the partnership for it to be successful. Eddy and Amey highlighted the critical nature of regularly reviewing the operations and processes of an academic partnership to ensure continued success [12]. They also noted that partnerships can end amicably, both before completion of the partnership goals or once accomplished. Given that researchers and practitioners often have varying goals, keeping an open line of communication in a partnership will help ensure the appropriate maintenance and close of a relationship.

The partnership we established can serve as a model for successful researcher-practitioner partnerships. The beneficial outcomes of such a partnership make it an obvious choice for people who want to broaden the impact of their work. Given the calls for a stronger connection between research and practice, higher education would benefit if more researchers worked with practitioners and more practitioners worked with researchers. Although such partnerships can be challenging to develop and maintain, the potential for transformative outcomes is larger than independent work in either area can claim.
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